
Students are assigned to different jobs with 
specific responsibilities: researching ideas on 
the Internet for card designs, buying supplies 
on line and in local stores, designing and 
creating the cards, promoting and selling  
their products, and calculating expenses  
and revenues. 

They set up a kiosk at the Dieppe Market on 
two occasions. Their sales efforts have been  
a success both in the community and at school 
with students and staff, which shows a keen 
interest and a demand for their products. 
Part of the profits will go towards buying 
special materials and learning tools for autistic 
students, as well as supplies for creating  
more cards. A purchase order is available  
by contacting the teachers.   

he two teachers from the school’s 
Department of Special Education embarked 

on this micro-business project in order to 
fulfil their dream: to offer their students 
opportunities, which enable them to develop 
skills that help them learn to live autonomously.  

“Learning outcomes, such as motor skills, 
communication, personal development, 
community living, work related behaviour  
and initiation to the work place, are integrated 
into the project,” explains Ginette Goguen. 
“Students get to experience real life situations 
based on their individual capabilities and 
interests, and it’s great to watch them  
succeed,” she adds. 

Through the Fund for developing the 
entrepreneurial culture in education, the 
students were able to buy supplies to create 
a wide variety of greeting cards for different 
occasions: Christmas, Mother’s Day, Easter, 
Father’s Day, Christenings, Anniversaries, 
Births, Weddings, Condolences, and more.

T
Students involved:	 13
Levels:	 Grades	9	-	12
Type of project:	 Product

Partners:
•	 Caisse	populaire	Dieppe-Memramcook
•	 Members	of	the	community	
•	 The	school’s	administration,	social		
	 committee	and	store	«	La	Shoppe	»
•	 Marché	de	Dieppe	Market
•	 New	Brunswick	Association	
	 for	Community	Living

For more information:
Ginette Goguen,	teacher
ginette.goguen@nbed.nb.ca				

Nancy Parker,	teacher
nancy.parker@nbed.nb.ca

École Mathieu-Martin  |  Dieppe, NB

Transition
au marché du travail

“Selling	the	cards	is		
	 what	I	enjoy	the	most,	
	 because	it’s	like	a		
	 real	business.”

—	Émilie	Ouellette,	Grade	11

www.pacnb.org



École louis-J.-Robichaud  |  Shédiac, NB

Students involved:	 26
Level:	 Grade	12
Type of project:	 Product	/	Service

For more information:
Sabrina Arsenault,	teacher
Sabrina.arsenault@nbed.nb.ca
Rémi Robichaud,	community	officer
remi.robichaud@nbed.nb.ca

Ateliers des chefs
Dictionnaire culinaire vidéo

http://www.youtube.com/user/ljreducation

“	I	learn	so	much	more	when		
	 I	can	roll	up	my	sleeves	and		
	 do	some	actual	cooking!”

—	Karelle-Anne	Boudreau,		
	 	 Grade	12

www.pacnb.org

t’s clear, having been brought up in  
the digital age the new generation of 

teens have more than a passing interest in 
information technology. This entrepreneurial 
project fulfills the needs of both the teacher 
and her students, by actively engaging  
them in their learning experience. 

“Putting together elective courses like 
this one isn’t easy because resources and 
learning materials are scarce,” explains 
Sabrina Arsenault, who chose to integrate 
this project in her professional cooking  
class curriculum. 

Whether it’s how to bone-out a whole 
chicken or how to dice an onion, this visual 
dictionary made up of 142 technical terms 
(cooking verbs), is produced from A to Z 
by the students themselves. Following a 
series of demonstration workshops with 
professional chef Marc Surette, who shared 

I his expertise—as well as some equipment 
and kitchen gadgets, which aren’t available 
in the school’s kitchen lab—the students did 
some additional research on various recipes 
and techniques, in order to record and edit a 
series of videos of themselves presenting them. 
“It’s important to adequately prepare the next 
generation of chefs,” explains Surette. 

The Fund for developing the entrepreneurial 
culture in education enabled the project to 
acquire an iMac, a video camera, and a high 
quality microphone to shoot and edit the 
cooking videos. As a product and a service, 
these clips are presented on the school’s 
special YouTube channel to the public, to 
learning specialists, as well as teachers and 
students everywhere. A DVD compilation 
with all the video clips is also available by 
contacting the community officer.



École Mont carMel  |  Sainte-Marie de Kent, NB

Notre histoire-Été 1755
Souper théâtre au Pays de la Sagouine

This dinner theatre production written by the 
students and presented at L’Ordre du Bon 

Temps restaurant on June 13th, 2014, explores 
the local history before the Expulsion of the 
Acadians. “The idea came to me last summer, 
and since the start of the school year I’ve been 
managing my classroom through this project 
by integrating the learning outcomes in several 
subjects,” explains Chantal Duplessis.

From the classroom to the stage this  
GénieArts (ArtsSmarts) project—financed 
in part through the Fund for developing the 
entrepreneurial culture in education—includes 
several partners and considerable support from 
Le Pays de la Sagouine, which sees this as an 
opportunity to encourage and develop the next 
generation of professional artists in Acadia. 
“What a great way for a young person to 
blossom and discover a passion. Who knows, 
some of them may become our future actors, 
singers or collaborators,” explains theatrical 
artistic director, Luc LeBlanc.  

“It’s a mix of reading, writing, expression,  
math and social sciences. We learn a lot about 
our history. I can’t believe we’ll be on the same 
stage where Citrouille and Antonine Maillet’s 
other characters usually perform,” confides 
Véronique, the play’s narrator.

The students work with professional artists, like 
Sylvio Allain for stage directing and production, 
and singer-songwriter Mario LeBreton and 
sound technician Nicolas Basque for the song 
Un coeur en larme (A Weeping Heart). The 
students wrote the lyrics. They also had to 
prepare a resume, apply to various committees, 
and audition for the roles. Everyone found his 
or her place and has become passionate about 
this project, and along the way even the teacher, 
the community officer, and Mr. Allain stopped 
counting the hours they clocked.  

www.pacnb.org

“	What	an	opportunity	to	be	on	stage		
	 in	front	of	200	people.	Wow!		
	 My	dream	comes	true!”	

—	Kathia,	Grade	5

https://www.facebook.com/soupertheatre

For more information:
Chantal Duplessis,	teacher
chantal.duplessis@nbed.nb.ca

Hélène Hébert,	community	officer
helene.hebert@nbed.nb.ca

Partners:
•	 Le	Pays	de	la	Sagouine
•	 GénieArts	(ArtsSmarts)
•	 Rotary	Club	Bouctouche	
•	 La	Coulisse	d’or
•	 Melabou	Beauty	
•	 Imagineaction
•	 École	Mont	Carmel
•	 Renée	Melanson	Photographie
•	 Shoppers	Drug	Mart	(Bouctouche)
•	 Volunteers:	parents	and	others

Students involved:	 17
Level: Grade	5
Type of project: Event



École louis-J.-Robichaud  |  Shédiac, NB

A remote controlled robot constructed by 
the students from the Robotics Club and 

the video they produced, could have been part 
of a Sci-Fi movie from the last century. But as 
surprising as it may seem, state-of-the-art and 
cutting edge technology can be found in a high 
school classroom in Shediac!

Brilliant Labs www.brilliantlabs.com and the 
Fund for developing the entrepreneurial culture 
in education financed the purchase of a 3D 
printer and the SolidWorks software, which 
are currently used in universities and industrial 
design firms. With these tools, the students are 
introduced to computer aided programming, 
design and manufacturing. “My dream is to 
become a video game developer, and this 
experience gives me a good head start,” 
explains Grade 10 student, Samuel O’Brien.

The students created a 3D model and printed 
several parts for the robot they named 
MegaPince, which they presented at the 
2014 RobotsEast competition organised by 
Dalhousie University in Halifax in May. They 
ended up winning 2nd prize, and their teacher 
Paul Cormier says they can be doubly proud  
of their work. “I can assure you that their level 
of motivation was pretty high. The 3D printer 
and software allowed them to prepare a much 
better video presentation as well as a first  
class engineering report.”

Some students, like Shawn Cormier (Grade 11) 
who put in more than 100 hours on the project 
after class, discovered a real passion for this 
technology. On the school’s YouTube channel, 
you can see the whole process: students in 
action, the 3D printer, as well as their robot’s 
impressive abilities in both the virtual and the 
real world. 

www.pacnb.org

Club de robotique LJR
Programmation et  

fabrication assistée par ordinateur

“Working with  
the SolidWorks 3D 
program gives me  
a huge advance on  
my post-secondary 

studies.”
— Shawn Cormier, 

Grade 11

www.youtube.com/ljreducation 

For more information:
Paul Cormier, teacher
paul.cormier2@nbed.nb.ca

Rémi Robichaud, community officer
remi.robichaud@nbed.nb.ca

Partners:
• LJR Student Council
• Greco Shediac
• Maximum Signs
• Edmond Gagnon Ltd.
• JeldWen Doors & Windows
• Ruby’s Custom Sheet Metal
• Vautour Custom Machining
• Boulangerie de Shediac
• Brilliant Labs

Students involved: 18
Levels: Grades 9 - 12
Type of project: Product

http://www.youtube.com/user/ljreducation
http://brilliantlabs.com/


positive impact on everyone involved. “We’re 
on the right track in regards to accepting 
differences. There’s more openness towards  
our students, and less prejudices.” 

Whether through music, dance, theatre, or 
creating visual art on site, participating students 
were able to develop their talents in a variety of 
roles: actor, dancer, singer, narrator, decorator, 
make-up artist, hairdresser, camera operator, 
technician, etc. The total budget was around 
$7,000 and the grant obtained through the  
Fund for developing the entrepreneurial culture 
in education paid part of the costs related 
to props and set design, buying and renting 
technical equipment, and some substitute 
teaching costs for the teachers involved.

his mega-production was presented at 
the Cité des Jeunes high school in March 

2014 during the annual weeklong provincial 
celebration of French culture, the Semaine 
provinciale de la fierté française. More than 
one thousand students from the region’s high 
schools attended the show. The project was 
initiated by the CDJ Student Council, with 
performances by students from the host school 
and other schools from northwestern New 
Brunswick, Aroostook county in the State of 
Maine and the Temiscouata county of Quebec. 
These are the three regions hosting the  
Congrès mondial acadien 2014 in August.  

“Many people felt they were respected and 
valued through this project. We were able 
to develop a sense of belonging and of 
community. It was like a big party and many 
people were touched,” explains the Student 
Council President Frédérique Cyr-Deschênes, 
who also came up with the idea.

The project also included special needs 
students and staff. According to resource 
teacher Daniel St-Germain, the show had a 

T

Tous en «choeur»
vers le CMA 2014

https://www.facebook.com/
citedesjeunesamsormany

https://twitter.com/CiteDesJeunes

https://www.youtube.com/user/CidjiSormany1

For more information:
Sylvie Cyr, teacher
sylvie.cyr@nbed.nb.ca

Daniel Pitre, community officer
daniel.pitre@nbed.nb.ca

Partners:
• District scolaire francophone 
 du Nord-Ouest
• Student Council, school administration 
 & various committees

Students involved: 100+
Levels: Grades 9 - 12
Type of project: Event

Cité des Jeunes A.-M.-sORMAnY  |  Edmundston, NB

www.pacnb.org

https://www.facebook.com/citedesjeunesamsormany
https://twitter.com/CiteDesJeunes


École Mgr.-Matthieu-Mazerolle  |  Rivière-Verte, NB

I find that the more I get involved now, the  
better it will be for me on the job market later.”

Through the Fund for developing the 
entrepreneurial culture in education, they 
bought equipment (microphones, headphones 
and an audio mixer), paid the broadcasting 
licence to SOCAN, and downloaded 70 new 
songs online. 

The management committee prepares the  
music use report and purchases the music.  
By the end of the 2014 school year, they 
estimate their playlist will have more than  
100 new songs (all legally downloaded), in 
addition to the music CD’s the school already 
has. The plan is to keep the project growing  
in the coming years.

n air two to three times a week during 
lunchtime, the Bizz Student Radio Station, 

which is heard inside and in the schoolyard,  
is more than just a music station. “It allows the 
students a unique learning experience, where 
they become actively involved. From broadcast 
to broadcast, they develop their planning and 
organizing skills, as well as more autonomy,” 
explains community officer Sébastien Bossé.

The grade 4 and 7 students research, write,  
and record podcasts on a variety of subjects 
in the classroom, which offers them a 
more significant context in order to meet 
the teacher’s curriculum objectives for oral 
presentations. Grade 5 and 6 students 
attain similar objectives by hosting the “live” 
segments. The radio station has been on air 
since mid-March.

The radio committee’s secretary Amy Bourgoin, 
says the role she plays is a step in the right 
direction. “You have to start somewhere in 
order to build something constructive. Also,  

O“	Our	radio	station	is	just	like		
	 a	professional	one,	and	that’s		
	 what	I	like	about	it!”

—	Scott	Smyth,	Grade	6

https://www.facebook.com/
MgrMatthieuMazerolle

http://mgrmatthieumazerolle.wordpress.	
com/la-vie-etudiante-conseil-de-eleves/
comite-de-la-radio/

For more information:
Nathalie-Rita Cyr,	teacher
nathalie-rita.cyr@nbed.nb.ca

Cindy Lavoie,	teacher
Cindy.lavoie@nbed.nb.ca

Sébastien Bossé,	community	officer
sebastien.bosse@nbed.nb.ca

Students involved:	 41
Levels:	 Grades	4	-	7
Type of project:	 Service

Radio étudiante
« Bizz »

www.pacnb.org

https://www.facebook.com/MgrMatthieuMazerolle
http://mgrmatthieumazerolle.wordpress.com/la-vie-etudiante-conseil-de-eleves/comite-de-la-radio/


www.thomas-albert.ca

https://twitter.com/thomas_albert1

https://www.facebook.com/ 
PolyvalenteThomasAlbert

For more information:
Helen Jane Kearney, 
guidance counsellor
kearnhej@nbed.nb.ca

Isabelle Thériault, community officer
isabelle.theriault@nbed.nb.ca

Partners:
• Kent Building Supplies 
• École de foresterie, UMCE
• CCNB - Edmundston
• Journal Le Nord-Ouest
• GEMTEC
• Regional Service Commission 
 (North West)

Students involved: 46
Levels: Grades 10 - 12
Type of project: Product / Service / 
 Event

Polyvalente thomas-albert  |  Grand-Sault, NB

“ There aren’t enough   
 courses like this, where   
 we learn a variety of 
 things we can put into   
 practice in everyday life.”

— Gordy Tardif, Grade 11 

The greenhouse is the site’s first physical 
structure to go up, and the cornerstone of 
this mobilizing mega project. With a total 
budget estimated at $250 000, and a list of 
partners that keeps growing, it will take several 
phases to complete. The grant from the Fund 
for developing the entrepreneurial culture in 
education paid for the construction materials 
for the greenhouse, with Kent Building Supplies 
offering a generous discount. Students from the 
carpentry, the agri-food sciences and the special 
education classes, as well as the environment 
committee, are involved in its construction, 
layout and exploitation. 

“It’s a great project that allows us to get out  
of the traditional classroom setting. It’s perfect 
for me because I need to move and like  
working with my hands. It allows us to work  
in teams and to improve our self-assurance; 
plus the greenhouse will be there for years to 
come.” — Rock Michaud, Grade 11.

rand Falls has a grand vision! Imagine a  
4 hectares tract of land with a community 

garden, a small maple grove, a small orchard, 
observation sites, nesting boxes for bats, a 
pond, as well as eco-trails, which the whole 
community can enjoy. 

“We see the wooded area, which extends 
from the school yard up to the properties 
belonging to the community college and the 
parish, like a potential gold mine; a space 
that can be developed in a way that engages 
students to take a more active roll in their 
education. Significant hands-on experiences 
that integrate the class curriculum in several 
subjects, will allow them to develop interests, 
skills and abilities that will help them in the 
labour market,” explains guidance counsellor 
Helen Jane Kearney.

G

Serre Thomas-Albert
Site du boisé pédagogique PTA

www.pacnb.org

https://www.facebook.com/PolyvalenteThomasAlbert
https://twitter.com/thomas_albert1


“	Learning	how	to	do	radio,	I	also	
	 got	the	chance	to	meet	an	actor	
	 and	some	well-known	authors.		
	 It	helped	improve	my	public	
	 speaking	skills.”

Maxime	Pike,	Grade	11

Centre d’apprentissage du Haut-Madawaska  |  Clair, NB

Acadiepédia
Prendre sa place sur le Web !

This project has a direct impact on learning 
skills related to reading and writing, as well as 
developing cultural identity.

“It’s a wonderful experience that allowed me to 
discover the culture of the Acadia of the Lands 
and Forests. I got the chance to meet important 
people and discuss current news and events 
with them. It was the perfect opportunity for me 
to learn about being an interviewer, host and 
journalist,” confides Jérémie Demeules, an 11th 
grader from the high school in Edmundston.

Although the project is an initiative of the 
school in Clair, New Brunswick, students from 
francophone communities all around the globe 
are invited to contribute. The official launch 
of acadiepedia.com will take place during the 
Congrès mondial acadien in August 2014. 
The grant from the Fund for developing the 
entrepreneurial culture in education financed 
some of the technological equipment.

cadiepédia is a synergistic Web space, 
which gives students the opportunity to 

be seen, read and heard by French-speaking 
people in communities all around the world. 
“These Web 2.0 tools and technologies offer 
them opportunities to develop a variety of skills, 
including autonomy, community solidary, and 
a keen interest in innovation. It’s also a place 
where they can actively participate in creating 
a rich body of information, while becoming 
deeply aware of what’s happening in the world 
around them,” explains Roberto Gauvin, the 
project’s instigator. 

Acadiepédia is a blog, a radio station, a 
Web TV, and a WIKI collaboration site that 
allows not only students, but also everyone  
in the francophone community to see and  
find each other on the Web through a variety  
of resources in French created by and for 
young people.

A

www.facebook.com/acadiepedia

@Acadiepedia

For more information:
Roberto Gauvin, Technology	Mentor
gauviroo@nbed.nb.ca

Students involved:	 600
Levels: Grades	4	-	12
Type of project: Service

www.pacnb.org

Partners:
•	 District	scolaire	francophone	
	 du	Nord-Ouest
•	 AEFNB—Association	des	enseignants	
	 et	enseignantes	du	N.-B.
•	 Congrès	mondial	acadien	2014
•	 Radio	enfant
•	 FJFNB—Fédération	des	jeunes
	 	francophones	du	N.-B.
•	 Centre	d’apprentissage	
	 du	Haut-Madawaska

www.acadiepedia.com

https://twitter.com/Acadiepedia


Polyvalente Roland-PéPin  |  Campbellton, NB

Coup de pouce
pour le Parc Sugarloaf

Students involved:	 32
Levels:	 Grades	10	-	12
Type of project:	 Product
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Partner:
Sugarloaf	Provincial	Park

For more information:
Maxime Levesque,	teacher
maxime.levesque@nbed.nb.ca

Louise Décary,	community	officer
louise.decary@nbed.nb.ca

“	I	really	like	chickadees,			
	 so	I	decided	to	build		
	 a	bird	house	for	their		
	 specific	needs.”

—	Alex	Ouellette,	Grade	10

S By creating teams and respecting each 
other’s field of interest or particular skills, 
they outlined the tasks and delivery 
schedule, supervised the work, managed  
the budget, calculated and prepared the 
orders for the building materials.

the Fund for developing the entrepreneurial 
culture in education paid for the materials 
for the prototypes, and sugarloaf Provincial 
Park pays for the materials on all the items 
they order. the director plans on placing 
another order next year, and so this project 
is an excellent example of how a need was 
identified and led to the creation of a  
long-term partnership with the school. 

ugarloaf Provincial Park is a source of 
pride for the community, especially for the 

students, which is why they are so committed 
to the project,” explains maxime Levesque, 
who teaches carpentry and woodworking.  
they were the ones who initially suggested 
they could build birdhouses to liven up the 
walking trails, and that perhaps they could also 
make picnic tables to replace those that had 
seen better days. But to their surprise, during 
a meeting with the park director, Greg Dion, 
several other needs were identified. 

the students designed and built a series of 
prototypes for benches, tables, birdhouses, 
security barricades, and garbage enclosures. 
After inspecting the proposed products, the 
park director placed an order. During the 
second semester, the students built and 
delivered a dozen benches and about fifteen 
other items (birdhouses, tables, etc.). in addition 
to initiating the idea, the students did all the 
work and managed the project. 

“it’s a great partnership for the park. We 
benefit from these new additions, which will 
enhance the overall experience, security and 
well-being of our visitors.” — Greg Dion

“

www.pacnb.org



Students involved:	 17
Level:	 Grade	1
Type of project:	 Service

Partner:
Chaleur	Regional	Service	Commission		
(Solid	Waste	Management)

For more information:
Lucie Roy,	teacher
lucie.roy@nbed.nb.ca

Marie-Christine Collin,	
community	officer
marie-christine.collin@nbed.nb.ca

“	This	project	is	important.		
	 A	clean	planet	is	better		
	 for	our	health.”

—	Isabelle,	6	yrs.-old

École le Tournesol  |  Petit-Rocher, NB

Les recycleurs
et les recycleuses

In addition to fulfilling a need at school and in 
the community, the students in Lucie Roy’s 
Grade 1 class have touched on learning 
outcomes in math, sciences, French, personal 
& social development, work-related skills and 
critical thinking. First grader Joël Robichaud 
drew the logo, and together the class came 
up with the slogan: Recycler, c’est important 
pour notre planète (Recycling is important 
for our planet). They wrote out a memo 
asking people to bring in their used batteries, 
ink cartridges and small electronics. After 
counting and sorting the items, they were 
brought to Think Recycle and other local 
businesses that act as recycling depots. 

Through the Fund for developing the 
entrepreneurial culture in education, they 
were able to purchase plastic bins to sort  
and transport the items, as well as gloves  
and aprons to handle the ink cartridges.

e received so many items, we had to 
extend the collection period for an extra 

month!” exclaims the school’s community 
officer, Marie-Christine Collin. The students 
really got involved in the project after a 
presentation from Yvon Richard from the 
Solid Waste Management Department of  
the Chaleur Regional Service Commission.

For Mr. Richard, an environmental 
technologist, this project helps him promote 
public awareness. “If the kids can inspire 
people in the community to develop better 
recycling habits and to understand the 
reasons for it, that’s great; and, if the kids 
themselves can develop this way of thinking 
at their age, then there’s a good chance 
they’ll keep doing it for the rest of their  
lives,” he emphasizes. 

“W

www.pacnb.org



École le Tremplin  |  Tracadie-Sheila, NB

Vidéoclip
Engagement citoyen

“In order to write scripts, you need a lot of 
imagination. I really respect those who work in 
this field because they have a passion for it,” 
explains Ryan, who also learned to operate 
some of the equipment.

This kind of project allows the teacher to 
integrate elements of the curriculum in science 
and technology, as well as personal and  
social development (respect and acceptance  
of differences, cooperation, knowledge of  
social norms and values, kindness and 
compassion, and exploring one’s role as  
a responsible citizen).

Through the Fund for developing the 
entrepreneurial culture in education they 
were able to buy editing software and  
technical equipment. The video will be 
presented in the community and published  
on the school’s Facebook page before the  
end of the 2014 school year.

nder the guidance of two professional 
videographers, the Grade 8 students 

came up with the ideas, proposed the script, 
participated in the shoot, played some of  
the acting roles, and worked on the editing. 
“The video is a series of short scenes, through 
which the students’ aim is to show how, 
through simple acts of kindness, we can have 
a tangible and positive impact on the world 
around us. For example: in one of the scenes, 
some kids help an older woman gather the 
fallen items from her torn grocery bag,” 
explains their teacher Joey Girouard.  

This GénieArts (ArtsSmarts) project also 
includes an entrepreneurial twist, allowing 
students the opportunity to discover and 
experience the various professions and 
technology related to video production,  
as well as developing work-related aptitudes  
and skills (communication, team-work, 
problem solving, etc.), and maybe even  
the chance to discover a new passion.

U

www.pacnb.org

For more information:
Joey Girouard, teacher
joey.girouard@nbed.nb.ca

Julie Basque, community officer
julie.basque@nbed.nb.ca

“We have to be on  
the ball in each scene, 
give 100%. It’s worth 
it because we’ll be 
satisfied with the 

result. Each one of us is 
important to the project.”

— Maude, Grade 8

https://www.facebook.com/
EcoleLeTremplinNB

Partners:
• Société culturelle des Tracadilles
• GACÉF
• GénieArts (ArtsSmarts)
• District scolaire francophone Nord-Est
• Commission de l’environnement
 de Tracadie-Sheila

Students involved: 30
Level: Grade 8
Type of project: Product / Service

https://www.facebook.com/EcoleLeTremplinNB


Polyvalente louis-Mailloux  |  Caraquet, NB

Les petits matins 
santé

Dominic Losier made a few interesting 
discoveries along the way. “I hadn’t realised  
that when it comes to selling something, there 
are so many details to remember,” he confides. 

In nutrition class, they put together an 
information pamphlet with recipes and the 
benefits of a nutritious breakfast to improve 
concentration and performance in the 
classroom. Students from the carpentry and 
welding classes built a counter on wheels. The 
Student Council paid for some of the materials, 
and the Caraquet Co-op offers a 10% discount 
on ingredients. With a grant from the Fund 
for developing the entrepreneurial culture 
in education they bought two commercial 
blenders, construction materials, and paid the 
printing costs for the pamphlets.

A

“	We	take	pride	in	this,		
	 because	we	created	it!”

—	Samuel	Collin,	Grade	11

wave of breakfast smoothies has 
overtaken the high school cafeteria in 

Caraquet. With the school mascot on board  
to help with promotion, the students in the 
Programme de compétences essentielles 
(Essential Skills Program) set up shop to sell 
their products every Tuesday and Thursday 
from 8 to 8:45 a.m.

The idea originated from a need identified by 
the program’s students: to find a solution to 
the fact that most of them didn’t eat breakfast. 
As they went through a list of quick and easy 
options, smoothies were mentioned, and the 
concept of making and selling them to everyone 
at school took off from there. 

“Even before the project was approved, 
they were really enthusiastic. After several 
experiments and taste tests, they were already 
convinced it would be a success,” explains their 
teacher, Rachel Robichaud. Being responsible 
for every aspect of their microbusiness—such 
as managing, budgeting and purchasing the 
ingredients—students develop a variety of 
skills, including resourcefulness, a sense of 
commitment and ownership, and teamwork. 

www.pacnb.org

Students involved:	 15
Levels:	 Grades	11	-	12
Type of project:	 Product	/	Service

Partners:
•	 Caraquet	Co-op
•	 Student	Council

For more information:
Rachel Robichaud,	teacher
rachel.robichaud@nbed.nb.ca

Émelie Ouellet,	community	officer
emelie.ouellet2@nbed.nb.ca
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